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I'm a self-taught frontend developer with 3+ years of experience, focused on collaborative teamwork and product enhancement.
Passionate about driving growth and eager to address challenges in scaling and refining user experiences with advanced web
technologies.

Developed Jumper.Exchange's compatibility with the SAFE
environment, adding it in the trusted dapps list.

Released an enhanced LiFi SDK, incorporating various
improvements and bug fixes.

Created a Progressive Web App for the website, improving
SEO and page ranking, and implemented lazy loading of
static files to reduce load times and bandwidth usage.

Li.Fi  ( Feb, 2023 - present )
Frontend Engineer

Significantly boosted revenue, achieving a 2x increase
through the strategic refactoring of large-scale features.

Led a team in migrating the frontend architecture to a
monorepo, enhancing devs efficiency and collaboration
Enhanced application performance by reducing
redundant re-renders and refining the state hierarchy in
Redux

Introduced design system to resolve inconsistencies and
facilitated component creation, coupled with a switch to
Rollup, leading to faster build times
Setup the Testing framework and enforced unit tests
resulting in almost 1.5x reduction of bugs in development.

Zomentum  ( Sept, 2020 - Jan, 2023 )
Senior Frontend Engineer

Professional Experience Skills

Languages
JavaScript, TypeScript, Solidity

Frontend
React, Redux, PWA, NextJs, HTML, TailwindCSS,
StyledComponents, Framer Motion, Chrome Extension, 

Backend
NodeJS, ExpressJS, WebSockets

Database
MongoDB, Firebase, Supabase

Cloud
AWS - ec2, SES, SQS, Route 53, lambda

Testing

Blockchain

React Testing Library

thegraph, Ethers.js, Wagmi.sh, Solidity, Hardhat, 

Projects

Purple Pay
A cross-border payments solution for B2B businesses where merchants can directly accept payments to their wallets via
checkout page, Widgets or SDK.

Engineered the frontend and smart contracts single-handedly, establishing the foundation of the project
Led a frontend development team, facilitating rapid feature deployment and creating SDKs and widgets compatible
with no-code platforms

NoCodeLetters
A seamless solution to send and manage email newsletters from a Notion workspace, eliminating the need for external
Email Service Providers

Led the complete development and design of the product, driving user engagement and securing over 1000 users,
culminating in a micro-acquisition for $10k

Integrated with AWS's SES and SQS to ensure optimal email delivery, managing 400-500 emails daily, with a tech
stack comprising ReactJs/NextJs, TailwindCSS, FirebaseDB, AWS SES and SNS, TypeScript, and Vercel.

Checkout all projects: https://abhishekkumar.dev/projects
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